Comforting rice noodle soup with roasted ginger broth or spicy broth

Vietnamese Phở
with beef ........................................... 7.95
with chicken ....................................... 6.95
with tofu & veggies ᵃ ................................ 6.95

Spicy Thai
with chicken ....................................... 7.95
with tofu & veggies .............................. 7.95

= vegan
THAI CURRIES

Luscious aromatic curry served with steamed jasmine rice and Asian slaw

Green Curry Chicken
with zucchini, peas & bamboo shoots .................. 6.95

Jungle Curry
with tofu & veggies V .................. 6.95

V = vegan
extra spicy upon request
Asian Grill & Stirfry

Grilled and stirfried items are served with steamed jasmine rice and Asian slaw.

Thai BBQ Chicken
*with yellow curry sauce*.....6.95

Chicken & Vegetable Stirfry
*with garlic ginger sauce*.....6.95
**MATERIAL:**

- ‘STAR GINGER’ — acrylic 1/2” thick *(if can’t match to color shown below, use black acrylic and overlay with vinyl)*
- JUGGLING MAN — white acrylic 1/4” thick
- black background — BLACK ACRYLIC
- ‘fresh asian flavors’ — vinyl lettering match to 65% PMS 7527 *(Or print directly to black acrylic)*
- COLOR: STAR — match to pms 123
- COLOR: GINGER — match to pms 151

Attach STAR GINGER and Juggling Man to a curved bar, painted black.

Icons the man is juggling can be attached to a clear acrylic curve, or a painted black curve, or please recommend a way to do this.

‘E’ — 4.25” high
‘S’ — 8” high
‘N’ — 4.8” high
‘f’ *(in ‘flavors’)* — 2” high
‘s’ *(in ‘flavors’)* — 1.5” high